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Diffraction of Horizontally Polarized Ultrasonic
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Solid-Liquid Interface for Normal Incidence
and Brewster Angle Incidence
Nico F. Declercq, Member, IEEE, Rudy Briers, Joris Degrieck, and Oswald Leroy

Abstract-The theory, and the use at normal incidence,
of shear-vertically polarized waves (with polarization vector in the plane containing the incident wave vector and
the normal on the interface) using the mode conversion
method has been tackled by others. Here we develop the
theory for shear-horizontallypolarized incident waves (with
polarization vector perpendicular to both the normal on
the interface and the incoming wave vector). We take into
account normal incidence as well as oblique incidence. For
normal incidence, we discover the generation of Love waves.
If oblique incidence is considered, we discover the existence
of a Brewster an& of incidence, comparable with the Brewster angle in optics, in which a diffraction grating can be
used as a polarization filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. The geometry of the solid-liquid periodicirlly corrugated interface.

HE diffraction of sound by a periodically corrugated
is traction free, or is the interface between a solid and a liquid,,hasbeen a hot topic for many
?ears [11-[41, and many methods have been developed in
order t o tackle the diffraction Droblem. Claevs et al. 1
51
, >
and Mampaert and Leroy [SI use one method, the mode
conversion theory of diffraction. The method describes the
diffracted field as a summation of plane waves, traveling
in directions determined by the classical grating equation
and having amplitudes and phases determined by continuity of normal stresses arid normal displacements a t the
interface. They report calculations tackling diffraction of
incident plane waves with polarization perpendicular to
the corrugations, i.e., the grooves, on the surfacc. Their results correspond very well with experiments. The present
work reports calculations: using the mode conversion principle used in [5] and [ 6 ] ,for incidence from the solid side
and for a polarization parallel to the grooves, i.e., horizontally polarized waves. Contrary to Claeys et al. [5] and
Mampaert and Leroy [6], who solely coGider normal ini-cidence in their calculations, we’,also take, a look at other
angles of incidence, more specifically a t .ah angle that we
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define as the Brewster angle, involving similar effects as in
optical scattering at plane interfaces. The geometry of the
solid.liquid cornlgated interface depicted in Fig.

11. THERE
Is N o INTERSUBSET
MODECONVERSION

Consider a periodically corrugated surface that is the
interface between a solid (henceforth upper index 1) and
a liquid (henceforth upper index Z), described by:
p ( z , z ) = f(z)- z = p(z

+ A, z ) = 0,

,

(1)

being the period. The wrinkles are directed parallel to
the y-axis, whence one can easily distinguish between horizontally po1arized;waves having a polarization vector parallel to the grooves, and vertically polarized waves having:a polarization vector perpendicular to the grooves. If
u1 = ui ur, with i = incident and r = reflccted, is
the particle displacement in the solid and u2 = ut, with
t = transmitted, the particle displacement in the liquid,
then we can establish continuity conditions for normal displacements and normal stresses as:

+

u1 gradp = u2 gradp,
3

CT&grad(p)j = C T & g r a d b ) j ,
j=l
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the stress tensor. Relations (2) and (3) yield:
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.4ui = Bur

+ Mut,

(4)

A, B: arid M being operators depending, due to (l), solely
on x,z and time. Because ui also depends exclusively on x,
z, and time, relation (4) yields that both up and ut also
depend only or1 x, z, arid time. Taking this into account,
we obtain for (2):
(5)

Therefore, it is proved that a u incident horizontally polarized wave does not produce any wave in the bulk of
the fluid and merely will generate a horizontally polarized reverberated wave; but a vertically polarized wave,
either dilatational or vertically shear polarized, will generate a vertical polarized reflected wave and a compressional
transmitted wave. Hence, there is rio mode conversion from
horizontally incident waves to vertical refracted waves and
there is also no mode conversion from vertically incident
waves to horizontal refracted waves, i.e.. there is no mode
conversion from the horizontally polarized subset to the
vertically polarized subset and vice versa.

and for (3), we get:

111. HORIZONTALLY
POLARIZED
INCIDENT
PLANE
WAVES
In Section 11, it is shown that only shear horizontally
polarized reflected waves are generated when horizontally
polarized (shcar) incident waves are considered. The velocity potential for the incoming plane wave is:

The Lam6 constants X and fi are related to the hulk velocities of the respective media (superscript l for solid and
sripcrscript 2 for liquid). Remark that further below, the
symbol X also will bc used for the wavelength, but never
using the superscripts 1 or 2.
The harmonic nature of the particle vibrations is accorriplishcd by:

.

u" = [2L~(i,Z;t).u~(2,Z,t),u:1(X;z,t)];
u = iwu",

(7)
for n.= i , T or t.
Conservation of linear momenturn P when particle vibrations are conveyed yields:
pi = P'

+ pt.

(8)

'The vibrating particles have a mass rn' and frequency w
in the solid and a mass nil and tlic same frequency w in
the liquid, whence (8) imparts:

Eq. (6) and (9) yield straightforwardly:
ui = (0, u;, 0)

*

I

Ut =

( 0 , 0 ,0 ) ;

u'= (O,Uk,O)

'

while the velocity potential for the reflected sound is:

+"

= E(z, Z ) e =

+ C(z,zk,,

(12)

where i = incident horizontally shear polarized, s = reflected horizontally shear, and C is an amplitude. We decompose the reflected sound field into a Fourier series;
therefore, only considering sound that is traveling away
from the surface and neglecting sound that i s propagating toward the surface due to secondary scatteririg effects.
According to Meechani [7], ((z, z ) as well as C(X, z ) are
allowed to be decoxriposed in a Fourier series [8] whenever
the following conditions hold:

m a If(z)l < A',

(13)

X i z A.

(14)

where

The relations (13) and (14) are called the Lippmann conditions [Q]and state that the height of the roughness mist be
small compared to the wavelength of the ultrasonic wave
and the wavelength must be comparable with thc roughness period.
Therefore:

(loa)
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in which v s is the shcar wave velocity. As a consequence
of the disability of fluids to carry shear waves, it is scen
from (20) that the theory also is valid for pressure release
surfaccs. Eq. (20) is valid for each m and n and, thereforc,
generatcs a transformation, having an infinite number of
coefficients, of an infinite number of variablcs R,. The discrete naturc of this transformation cnables 11s to calculate
the value of the variables R, using a corriputcr procedure,
whence it also is meccssary to truncate the set of 7n and
n values. The infinite transformafinti may be reduced to a
where 6' is the incidence angle with the z-axis, 6;' is the finite transformation due to energy considerations. That is
reflection angle with the z-axis of the mth ordcr reflected because it is physically necessary that only a finite number
plane wave, and x" is the wavelength of the diffracted wave, of R, are significant as the inconiing sound solcly delivers
governed by the frequency (not to be confused with the finite energy per unit of time. M7e have performed calcuLam6 constant A' or A'). Because omitting the time dc- lations for m = 1 , 2 : 3 , . . . , and we have noticed that the
alteration of the results when m o r n exceed 3 does not expendence.
ceed tlie smallest representable number of our computer.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the results have converged as perfectly as possible if we chop {&} at Im( = 3.
For practical reasons, however, we have chopped {&} at
The continuity condit,ions (2) and (3), a t z = f(z), de- (ml = 8. Therefore, we only consider m:n E { - 8 > . . . 8 } ,
mand:
i.e.>a transformation of 17 by 17 is considered and also
17 unknown variables &. Evcn though the rapid con1
T,zgrad(p)z + T&grad(p), = 0,
(18) vergence of our results makes numerical error estimation
superfluous, it is int.eresting to remark that such an estior likewise,
mation can be made when necessary through
Dower flow
1 .
considerations [6] resulting in:
where m is tlic order of thc plane wave functions, R,, is
the reflection coefficient, k:,m is the wave number along
the z-axis, and kz,, is the wave nurnber along the x-axis.
of the mth order plane wave. kr,, and k:,, are related to
each other through the wave speed. The classical grating
equation holds:

~

J

CIcos8;1IR,l

az b

Due t o the periodicity of the tracks on the surface, both
sides of (19) are periodic, whence we can write them as a
Fourier series in eik=,"= with kz,n defined in (16) for 'mi
replaced by 'n'. Then, (19) holds if, and only if, the Fourier
coefficients of both sides in (19) are equal to each other.
This results in:

where
(21)

(22)
involving:

(23)
and
(24)

2

=

IcosBiI,

(25)

for the sunimation over all m for which sin B,,.
L exists. determined by the classical grating equation (16)

IV. CALCULATIONS
A . Normal Incidence o f Horizontallu

[SI who found anomalies in reflection spectra for vertically polarized waves that correspond to generated surface
waves, we have calculated reflection spect,ra for horizontally polarized wavcs. Fig. 2 shows that, for a horizontally
polarized plane wave with 0 dB intcnsity, striking a sine
shaped interfacc between stainless steel and water with
max If(z)l = 30 pm and A = 350 pm, that a t 8.83 Mllz;
the zero order shows an anomaly accompanied hy a maximum for the first order wave. The maximum exceeds 0 dB,
whence it must be an inliomogeneous plane wave in agreement with the fact that, up to and beyond 8.83 MHz; (23)
shows that k;,l is pure imaginary. Becanse this surface
wave is pure shear polarized, it is a Love-like wave. Fig. 3
shows that, a t 8.83 MHz the phase of the different orders
undergo a strong phase shift. For low frequencies there
is no diffraction because waves having a large wavelength
are not susceptible for small corrugations, and hence all
thc energy (see Fig. 2) stays in the zero order wave during
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I shear wave. There also will be a longitudinal polarized
wave, but it will propagate in a different direction and
can he filtered out if bounded beams are used instead
of plane waves. We know [6] that, for normal incidence,
vertically polarized incident waves will generate SchokeStoneley waves (SST) at certain frequencies freqSST,,,, m
being the diffraction order that absorb much, if not all,
of the incident vertically polarized sound. We also know
from the classical grating equation (16) that in case SST
are generated, the classical grating equation for an incident
plane wave with kk different from zero may be written as:

4

kequency (MHzY

I

As mentioned in Section IV-A, SST contain an imaginary z-component and a real x-component of their wave
vector. Therefore, the wave vector is complex. From the
dispersion equation in the complex waves theory, which
can he found in numerous papers concerning such waves,
we know that we can write any wave vector as the angular
frequency divided by a complex wave velocity. Therefore,
we may express the real component of the wave vector
(i.e., k$s:) &s the angular frequency divided by its real
(i.e., measurable) velocity t ~ .We must; however, also take
iuto account the direction of propagation (plus for positive
mi, minns for negative in). If we also assunie that the velocity 'I) of SST is independent of the frequency (i.e., II is
equal t o a frequency independent value ?iSST) then:

Fig. 2. The intensities of thc three first reflected orders in decibels.

'I
1

u

I

I

while for the (real) incident plane waves:

frequency (MHz)

k; ==

2?rfreq . .
sin b">

(28)

~

VS

Fig. 3. The phase of the three first reflected orders.

hence relations (26)-(25) result in:
reflection. The reflected wave shows no phase difference
with tlic zero phase of the incident wave. For higher frequencies: the incoming energy is distributed in the excited
orders, and the specular zero order reflected wave shows a
phase difference with the incoming wave.
of Shea7

U

(29)

A sign(m)vs - wsST sin Bz '

and

BZ = sign(m) arcsin
B. Incidence at Brewster A n y k

USST s

m
freq = -

[(

freq

-

I!')

-

J:f

'

(30)

Polarized Plane Waves
In optics, it, is well-known [lo] that, for arbitrarily shear
polarized light, incident at the Brewster angle, the specular
reflected light has a polarization parallel to the interface
a,nd perpendicular to the incident light ray. In acoustics,
we can, for a periodically corrugated surface, also define
a, Brewster angle Bi in solids as the angle of the incident
sonnd: at a chosen frequency and with arbit,rary shear polarimtion, for which the zero order reflected sound, in the
-0; direction, is horizontally polarized. In other words, the
zero order reflected sound will contain a considerable amplitude Ro of a horizontally polarized reflected wave and a
negligible amplitude SOof a vertically polarized reflected

Relations (29) and (30) tell us at what angle Oi the surface
must be insonified with sound of frequency freq if SST are
to be generated, arid vice versa. It is this 0' that we define as the Brewster angle of incidence, because zero order
reflected sound will be created that, due to the extremely
small amplitude of the reflected vertically polarized-waves,
does not, or almost not, contain any vertically polarized
waves, and thus solely horizontally polarized waves.
We now will see some consequences of the so far found
formulas (29) and (30). It is important t o notice that, for
normal incidence [6], an SST generating frequency generates both an m'th order and a -m'th order SST. For
oblique incidence, however, as seen from (29) and (30) for
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a certain angle of incidence, thc m'th order and the -m'th
order will be generated at different frequencies and for a
chosen frequency, a 0' will produce the m'th order and -ez
will generate the -m'th order. It is equally important to
remark that only a 0%can be found for a given frequency
freq, using (30) iE

freqSSTbeing the frequency at which SST of the considered
m'th order are generated using normal incidence and that
a positive frequency can
for a given angle of incidcnce
only be found, using (29) if

e',

(3'4

angle (degrees)
Fig. 4. The intensity of So and Ro as a function of the angle of
incidence. So shows a minimum at 2Y.S0, which we define as the
Brewster angle.

I t also is seen from (30) that:
liquid. The creation of Love-like waves has been predicted.
The existence of a Brewster angle has been discovered, and
(33)
calculations using vertically polarized incident waves with
sign(@) = -sign(m) H freq 5 freqSsT.
continuity conditions obtained by Mampaert and Leroy [6]
One consequence of (31) is the necessity of uSST < u s , show indications that Scholte-Stoncley waves generated by
by which (32) is fulfilled too. Calcnlations have convinced diffraction have larger velocities for oblique incidence than
us that the defined Brewster angle (30) never generates for normal incidence.
horizontally polarized surface waves because the Love wave
frequency is always different from the SST frequency,
whence ea is clearly a Brewster angle in every sense. An
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